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Hydrogen moved projects

Hy-Go

Fuel-cell powertrain
This is one of the most desirable on-board
configurations for electric vehicles yet: replacing all of the batteries on vehicles for
a battery-free configuration which allows
to save weight and cost of replacement
of batteries. This is one of the major tasks
of H2planet staff that through the use of
supercapacitors with proprietary fuel-cell
progressive charging systems allows you
to make an electric vehicle completely
powered by a PEM hydrogen fuel-cell
thanks to use of an easy-to-install package.

Hy-Go

Fuel-cell range extender
This configuration combines the latest battery technologies, or even the
most traditional, in order to increase
the autonomy of the vehicles up to
over twice. This represents a convenient alternative to the fully fuel-cell
powered confirgurations addressing
power to recharge batteries and extending capacitance. The fuel-cell
system guarantees performances
that can not be compared with batteries only, allowing charging even
in off-grid and stationary vehicle
conditions, fully automatically.

Agrirobot “Zaffy” (EU project)
A very special electric vehicle with a delicate
mission: collecting the precious flower of
saffron. H2planet got the solution for your
most ambitious and sophisticated projects.
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Ease of integration and installation
flexibility of H2planet fuel-cell systems, makes solutions completely
reliable and user-friendly, also
for less experienced users and
installers.

Generally the fuel-cell systems
installed on-board include an air
cooled PEM stack, a system for
energy storage in metal hydrides
canisters or standard/carbon
fiber compressed cylinders, plus
electronic control system and
ultracapacitors

The integration can be
made by using spaces
and enclosure boxes
already on board, or providing dedicated cabinet
or existing plug and play
generators supplied by
H2planet

Golf car
The fuel-cell innovation applied to sport in the
world of golf. Vehicles with no need to recharge
for the whole day and charging hydrogen stations
powered by the sun for entire week-ends or run.
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Full fuel-cell powertrain
and fuel-cell range extender solutions bring the
vehicle to cover ranges
which are generally not
reachable with batteries
because of problems of
weight and size.

The dimensioning of the
ultracapacitors system
is important in order to
achieve a suitable solution for the functioning in
every load condition.

The ease of integration
allows to create systems
with single or multiple
power stack facilitating
an easy placement
of the fuel-cell system
and the H2 storage
using available space
on-board.

Special vehicles
H2planet helps the customer from scratch idea to
solution providing technologies for the most ambitious projects. Vehicles for filming are one of these
special cases.
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The energy consumption of an average on
board filming day heavily
compromised the shooting time. The hydrogen
fuel-cell system has solved
many problems by reducing the economic impact

The fuel-cell system, if properly
conditioned thru proper slits
and air-intakes can be placed
in multiple cabinet solutions
ideal for transportation according to the different requirements of size and weight of
the customer, especially where
portability is crucial

The hydrogen energy
storage has to be sized up
depending on planned
operational hours and on
the needed power peak
to be supplied with various
models of fuel-cell

E-bike (EU project)
The “e-mobility” is going through an era of
rapid development and innovation. Fuel cell
solutions contribute to finally solve the problem
of batteries and their replacement.
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Zero emissions, pedal assist
e-bike, 100% powered by hydrogen fuel-cell. Up to 300W
peak power and autonomy
up to over 3 hours at maximum power. All this and more
thanks to H2planet solutions
for e-mobility

All customized according to your
needs: the PEM fuel-cell stack,
the metal hydrides canister, the
electronic control system for ultracapacitors progressive charging plus
firmware management of add-on
auxiliaries

Even the strictest
requirements of space
and weight can be met
and satisfied. Working
together with H2planet
technical staff will allow
you to become part
of a unique mission:
forever changing the
world of e-mobility with
zero emissions
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